
 

 

 

 

 

Understanding the vital role trees play in the lifestyle of our planet and of our own is 

imperative as our very breathing depends on it. The  rainforests alone produce 40% of our 

oxygen.  The raising of awareness of how to preserve, maintain and sustain trees and forests 

around the globe is gaining momentum. One just needs to understand how everyday choices 

made by every single person on the planet can directly influence and threaten our forests and 

yet we continually see the decimation of huge pieces of green due to many factors –in the 

name of progress and building, wild fire, infestations , climate change and much more. Here, 

locally in Malta, we have no less or no more problems then other countries around us. Except 

that we have seen the construction rising to huge levels and that our indigenous trees are 

becoming extinct from their natural habitat. 

 According to Borg, back in 2010 “Malta ha[d] the highest proportion of built-up area 

in all EU” , in all of Europe Malta is the one country to be mainly made up of land, this being 

33 % built up land and only  15% greenery.  These alarming statistics together with the 

dissapearance of the indigenous trees have set forth many projects to conserve and to sustain 

trees in Malta amongst which we find Leaf, Nature trust , the Gaia movement and Eko Skola. 

In a bid to be physically active in the preservation and awarness of tree conservation, our 

school , St.Albert the Great College via our Eco-School Team investigated and managed the 

possibility to plant trees within Valletta. As a school we highly empathise with the tree 

crisises across the globe as physically the building does not have one scrap of space were we 

can have plants or trees. The lack of presence of trees is highly demotivating and the project 

to plant trees boosted our need to take action in the environment around us-The Capital City 

Valletta.  

The project done in collaboration with the Valletta local council consisted of planting 

trees in Peacock Garden, a garden which was being renovated, to create and increase, instead 

of decrease of trees in our island. We requested permission from the mayor in order to be able 

to plant thirteen trees however due an already existing contract we were only allowed  four 

planters of various sizes to plant trees in.  Even though this was a mild setback to our plans 



we didn’t let it put us down, instead we increased our efforts to make up for it. At first the 

Council was planning on planting foreign trees, however we thought it would be a better idea 

to plant and promote indigenous trees so that we could also increase the number of Maltese 

trees. Indigenous plants are important not only because they are a part of our country’s 

identity but they are also home to our countries native animals, animals which are important 

to our ecosystem such as the Blue rock trush. We opted to plant Maltese trees since due to the 

planting of alien trees, the local trees are decreasing, and so with this awareness we 

convinced the council to let us plant Maltese trees and shrubs.   

   After this, we went on a site visit in 

order to decide what trees/shrubs we should plant. 

In this we had the expert help of Jeffrey Sciberras 

who came with us on site to give us the necessary 

advice. We realised that we had to take in 

consideration several factors such as distance 

from the sea, exposure to sea spray, depth of each 

planter and effect of the wind. An example of the 

shrubs and trees to be planted are “il-Gummar”, 

“Il-Gizi ta’ Malta” and “Klin”. After the trees and 

shrubs where chosen, the Eco-School committee 

received a quote from the Gaia foundation and the 

Nature Trust. The amount of money needed for the project was 80 euros. Money at first 

seemed to be a bit of a stumbling block. This, in fact, gave us the incentive to work as a team 

once again in a  simple and fun way to organise a fund raising activity. The Eco-school  team, 

decided to host a pancake day at our school thus also spreading our goal to the whole 

school.The activity was a  huge success and we 

had collected the necessary funds to proceed with 

the purchasing of our “baby trees”  

The next step was to create a bed of rocks for the 

trees, so we agreed on a date with the local council  

for this. We used rocks stored away in the school, 

so it didn’t require any extra money and was a 

good way of clearing up a mess whilst reusing and 

recycling what we already had .  The rocks were 

transferred to the planting site on the 25
th

 of March 

2014 after cleaning the planters. The local council 

also covered the bed of rocks with the soil on the day. And the trees and bushes are to be 

planted on the 1
st
 of April 2014.  

As a school we are looking forward to this day as it would mean that our contribution 

to promote and endorse indigenous trees in a space lacking the beauty and vitality of trees 

would have been accomplished. Every action we do causes a ripple effect, and we hope to 

create a positive one with this little project hoping, it will raise awareness and prompt other 

young people to take action. Marianne Williamson stated that : “Personal transformation can 

and does have global effects, as we go so does the world for the world is us. The revolution 

that will save the world Is ultimately a personal one”. As an Eco-school team we hope that 



this is the first of many projects that will actively help us ,help our island and in turn our 

planet earth to maintain its lungs. 
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